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Abstract
In this work, we focus on the use of influence
functions to identify relevant training exam-
ples that one might hope “explain” the pre-
dictions of a machine learning model. One
shortcoming of influence functions is that
the training examples deemed most “influen-
tial” are often outliers or mislabelled, mak-
ing them poor choices for explanation. In
order to address this shortcoming, we sepa-
rate the role of global versus local influence.
We introduce RelatIF, a new class of crite-
ria for choosing relevant training examples by
way of an optimization objective that places
a constraint on global influence. RelatIF con-
siders the local influence that an explanatory
example has on a prediction relative to its
global effects on the model. In empirical eval-
uations, we find that the examples returned
by RelatIF are more intuitive when compared
to those found using influence functions.
1 Introduction
As the use of black-box models becomes widespread,
many believe that their predictions must be accom-
panied by interpretable explanations (Lipton, 2016;
Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017; Goodman & Flaxman,
2017). There is a growing body of research concerned
with how to best explain black-box predictions (Kim
et al., 2017; Ribeiro et al., 2018; Lundberg & Lee,
2017). A natural way to explain a model prediction
is to provide supporting examples from the training
data. However, one must choose which examples are
most relevant. One approach is to trace the model
prediction back to the training examples and deter-
mine the impact of each individual training example.
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This idea underlies so-called influence functions (IF),
which quantify the impact of an individual example on
a prediction in a differentiable model (Jaeckel, 1972;
Hampel, 1974). The use of IF to explain black-box
predictions by training examples with high influence
was pioneered by Koh & Liang (2017).
In this work, we revisit the use of IF for identifying ex-
amples to explain predictions. Our motivation is the
observation that the most influential training examples
returned by IF are often mislabelled or outliers, on the
account of these examples also incurring high loss (see
Fig. 1(a)). This phenomenon is well documented in
the literature (Hampel, 1974; Campbell, 1978; Cook
& Weisberg, 1982; Croux & Haesbroeck, 2000). As a
result, we find that the set of examples deemed “influ-
ential” tend to be highly overlapping, in the sense that
the predictions for many different inputs are all most
affected by the same small set of training examples. In
other words, these training examples seem to have a
global impact on the model. Fig. 1 (b) illustrates these
effects. Returning examples from an overlapping set of
high loss training examples may be desirable when the
recipient of the explanation is attempting to debug or
otherwise improve the model. However, these exam-
ples can be unsatisfying as an explanation for an end
user. Explaining a prediction by returning high loss
training examples, which are often unusual or misclas-
sified, does not inspire confidence in the model. Nor
does it inspire confidence when, for several seemingly
different inputs, the same high-loss examples are re-
turned as an explanation.
We propose RelatIF, a new class of criteria for iden-
tifying “relevant” training examples to explain a pre-
diction. RelatIF considers the local influence that an
explanatory example has on a prediction relative to its
global effects on the model. We formulate these crite-
ria in terms of a constrained optimization problem: for
a given allowable global “impact” on the model, which
training examples most influence the specific predic-
tion? We argue that this approach is better suited to
producing an explanatory training example for an end
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Figure 1: Binary classification by linear decision boundaries (dashed line) to illustrate the difference between IF
and RelatIF. (a) The model makes a prediction for the test input (star). As estimated by IF, the most influential
training example for the prediction is an outlier (circled). Using RelatIF, the most influential training example
is more typical (encased in a square). (b) Using IF, every test input falling within the shaded yellow region is
most influenced by the same outlier (circled). Test inputs in the remaining white region are most influenced by
one of 5 other high loss examples. (c) Using RelatIF, the region where test inputs are most influenced by the
outlier (circled) shrinks. Test inputs in the remaining region are most influenced by one of 65 other examples.
user. Fig. 1(c) illustrates how this objective dampens
the influence of an outlier. We show experimentally
that RelatIF returns training examples that are more
typical as well as more specific to a given input when
compared to those identified using IF.
2 Preliminaries
Consider a family of predictors, indexed by parameter
values θ ∈ Rd, each a map taking input values x ∈
X to target values y ∈ Y. Let S = (z1, z2, . . . , zn)
denote the training examples, where zi = (xi, yi) ∈
X × Y is a pair of an input and target. Let `(z, θ) be
the loss for a point z under model parameters θ. Our
focus is on algorithms, like stochastic gradient descent
(SGD), that return some first-order stationary point
θ(w1, . . . , wn) of the objective
n∑
i=1
wi`(zi, θ), (1)
i.e., we are studying the parameters learned by
weighted empirical risk minimization, where each
wi is the weight given to the training example
zi. We are primarily interested in the parameter
θ∗ = θ(1/n, . . . , 1/n) obtained by weighting all points
equally. Given an unseen input x, our goal is to iden-
tify training examples zi that, through training, had a
“meaningful” influence on the prediction that θ∗ ren-
ders for x.
A simple way to measure the effect of each example
zi on training is to re-weight its contribution, retrain
from scratch, and evaluate the change to the learned
parameters. To that end, let θ∗i,i = θ(1/n, . . . , 1/n +
i, . . . , 1/n), where only the i’th weight is modified to
be wi =
1
n +. Any deviations of wi from
1
n is denoted
by i, i.e., i = wi − 1n . Taking i = − 1n , equivalently,
setting wi = 0, constitutes dropping an example from
the training set.
Exhaustive retraining, however, is computationally
prohibitive. Instead, we will make an infinitesimal
analysis, as was pioneered in the development of influ-
ence functions (Hampel, 1974; Jaeckel, 1972). To do
so, we will assume that the parameter θ(w1, . . . , wn) is
a differentiable function of the weights at w1 = · · · =
wn =
1
n . Further, we will assume that `(z, θ) is strictly
convex, and twice continuously differentiable, in θ.
The method of influence functions (IF) allows us to
approximate how (some function of) the learned pa-
rameters θ∗ would change if we were to reweight a
training example zi. The key idea is to make a first-
order approximation of change in θ∗ around i = 0.
The same method can be extended to approximate
changes in any twice continuously differentiable func-
tions f of the parameters around i = 0. Namely, one
can approximate how some f(θ∗i,i) changes with i by
considering df(θ∗i,i)/di|i=0 . Indeed, our primary
interest is the influence on the loss for a test sample.
Definition 2.1. Fix a test sample ztest = (xtest, ytest).
The influence of zi on (the loss of) ztest is defined to
be
Itest,i = −
d`(ztest, θ
∗
i,i
)
di
∣∣∣∣
i=0
= −gTtest
dθ∗i,i
di
∣∣∣∣
i=0
,
where gtest = ∇θ∗`(ztest, θ∗).
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Note that the second equality follows from the chain
rule and that θ∗i,i |i=0 = θ∗.
Because we consider a negative change in Defini-
tion 2.1, a training example zi having positive in-
fluence on ztest decreases the loss `(ztest, θ
∗
i,i
) when
upweighted and may thus be considered helpful. A
training example having negative influence on ztest in-
creases the loss and may thus be considered harmful.
2.1 Influence for General Loss Functions
Under certain conditions, it can be shown that
dθ∗i,i
di
∣∣∣∣
i=0
= −H−1θ∗ gi, (2)
where Hθ∗ =
1
n
∑
i∇2θ∗`(zi, θ∗) is the Hessian of the
objective at θ∗ and gi = ∇θ∗`(zi, θ∗). This result can
be obtained by applying the implicit function theo-
rem to the first-order optimality conditions for Eq. (1)
(Cook & Weisberg, 1982). In this case, the expression
for the influence of zi on ztest becomes
Itest,i = gTtestH−1θ∗ gi. (3)
Again noting that θ∗i,i |i=0 = θ∗, we can form a first-
order Taylor series approximation for the change in
model parameters due to upweighting zi,
θ∗i,i − θ∗ ≈
dθ∗i,i
di
∣∣∣∣
i=0
i = −H−1θ∗ gii. (4)
Similarly, we can approximate the change in loss via
`(ztest, θ
∗
i,i)− `(ztest, θ∗) ≈
d`(ztest, θ
∗
i,i
)
di
i
= −gTtestH−1θ∗ gii. (5)
for an infinitesimal change  in wi. The last equation
follows from Eq. (4).
2.2 Influence in Maximum Likelihood
We have presented influence functions as they have
been derived for the analysis of a broad class of empir-
ical risk minimization objectives. In this section, we
study the special case of cross entropy loss and max-
imum likelihood estimation (MLE), which leads us to
an alternative representation of IF in terms of Fisher
information. We use this formulation of IF to derive
relative influence in Section 3.
Let pθ(y|x) be a parametric statistical model (i.e., like-
lihood) and let `((x, y), θ) = − log pθ(y|x). Global op-
timization of Eq. (1) corresponds to maximum likeli-
hood estimation. As shown in Ting & Brochu (2018),
in this setting the influence function satisfies
Itest,i = gTtestF−1θ∗ gi, (6)
where
Fθ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Epθ∇θ log pθ(y|xi)∇θ log pθ(y|xi)T (7)
is the Fisher information matrix.1 Then a Taylor series
approximation yields
θ∗i,i − θ∗ ≈ −F−1θ∗ gii, and (8)
`(ztest, θ
∗
i,i)− `(ztest, θ∗) ≈ −gTtestF−1θ∗ gii. (9)
We briefly discuss the relationship between Fθ∗ and
Hθ∗ in Appendix A. For a more thorough treatment,
see (Martens, 2014).
3 Relative Influence
For a given test input xtest, we would like to identify
the training examples that serve to explain the tar-
get ytest. The change in loss on ztest = (xtest, ytest)
due to re-weighting each zi in S is described by
{Itest,i}i=1,...,n. Returning the top-k examples that
maximize |Itest,i| constitutes one form of explanation.
However, top influential examples selected via influ-
ence functions are often high-loss, i.e., they are either
mislabelled, outliers, or otherwise atypical. The sets
of top-k examples which maximize |Itest,i| for different
test inputs also often overlap. We hypothesize that
these types of examples are returned because maxi-
mizing |Itest,i| puts no constraint on how re-weighting
these examples affects the overall model.
In this section we introduce relative influence, a set
of measures which, using influence functions, quantify
changes in loss subject to constraints on how the model
may change. We show the training examples returned
under these constraints are lower loss, more specific
to the test input, and that they arguably constitute a
more intuitive explanation for an end user.
3.1 θ-Relative Influence
The change in model parameters
dθ∗i,i
di
appearing
in Definition 2.1 of an influence function is uncon-
strained. In contrast, we propose to directly or indi-
rectly constrain the change in the model parameters.
We start with a direct constraint of model parameters.
In particular, we aim to identify
arg max
i∈{1,...,n}
max
i
|`(ztest, θ∗i,i)− `(ztest, θ∗)|
s.t. ‖θ∗i,i − θ∗‖2 ≤ δ2. (10)
1We do not model p(x) and so we replace it with an
empirical estimate using training data S
RelatIF
Which is to ask: for some small allowable change in the
model parameters δ, which training example zi should
we re-weight to maximally affect the loss on ztest?
Proposition 3.1. Assume that Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)
hold with equality. Then Eq. (10) is equivalent to
arg max
i∈{1,...,n}
|Itest,i|
‖H−1θ∗ gi‖
. (11)
The proof is presented in Appendix B.
Definition 3.2. The θ-relative influence of training
example zi on the loss of test sample ztest is
Itest,i
‖H−1θ∗ gi‖
.
3.2 `-Relative Influence
Here we propose an alternative way to constrain the
change in the model in a maximum likelihood set-
ting, where our model outputs pθ(y|x). In particu-
lar, we focus on the expected change in squared loss
(log-likelihood). In the appendix we show that such
a constraint is equivalent to constraining the change
in the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the
original and zi re-weighted model.
Limiting the allowable expected change in squared loss
poses an indirect constraint on θ∗i,i . We aim to identify
arg max
i∈{1,..,n}
max
i
|`(ztest, θ∗i,i)− `(ztest, θ∗)|
s.t. Epθ∗ (`(z, θ
∗
i,i)− `(z, θ∗))2 ≤ δ2. (12)
Which is to ask: for some small, total allowable ex-
pected squared change in loss, which training example
zi should we re-weight so as to maximally affect the
loss on ztest?
Proposition 3.3. Assume Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) hold
with equality. Then Eq. (12) is equivalent to
arg max
i∈{1,...,n}
|Itest,i|√Ii,i . (13)
The proof is presented in Appendix B.
Definition 3.4. The `-relative influence of training
example zi on the loss of test sample ztest is
Itest,i√Ii,i .
3.3 Geometric Interpretation
The influence of a training example zi on the loss of a
test sample ztest can be written as
Itest,i = 〈−gtest,
dθ∗i,i
di
〉
= 〈−gtest,−H−1θ∗ gi〉,
where 〈·, ·〉 is the inner product operator. The inner
product notation emphasizes that |Itest,i| is equal to
the projection length of the change in parameters vec-
tor onto the test sample’s (negative) loss gradient. A
training example zi which causes a large magnitude
change in parameters (e.g., an outlier) is likely to have
a large magnitude influence on a wide range of test
samples, i.e., such a zi has a global effect. Conversely,
a training example zi which causes a small magnitude
change in parameters, will only have a high magni-
tude influence on test samples for which this change
in parameters is directionally aligned with gtest.
RelatIF considers the influence of a training exam-
ple relative to its global effects. Geometrically, this
switches from a paradigm of identifying relevant train-
ing examples using projections to one using cosine sim-
ilarity2. Fig. 2 illustrates this difference.
Figure 2: Geometric interpretation of RelatIF. Using
IF, the influence of zi on ztest is equal to the projec-
tion length of the change in parameters vector onto
the test sample’s (negative) loss gradient. Observe
how the same outlier training example becomes the
top influential example for two different test samples
due to the very large magnitude effect on the model
parameters. RelatIF, instead uses cosine similarity to
identify the top influential examples, and thus return
those in the red dotted circles.
The equivalence between θ-RelatIF and the cosine sim-
ilarity between a test point gradient gtest and a change
in the parameters vector
dθ∗i,i
di
is straighforward. The
norm of the test sample gradient ‖gtest‖ is independent
of i, and so it follows that
arg max
i
Itest,i
‖H−1θ∗ gi‖
= arg max
i
〈−gtest,−H−1θ∗ gi〉
‖gtest‖‖H−1θ∗ gi‖
.
Further, `-RelatIF can also be interpreted as cosine
similarity, but not using the standard euclidean inner
product. Instead, it is cosine similarity under the inner
product 〈a, b〉 = aTF−1θ∗ b.
2Recall, cos(a, b) = 〈a,b〉‖a‖‖b‖ , and ‖a‖ =
√〈a, a〉.
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Computational considerations Computing influ-
ence can be challenging, especially in larger models.
The terms in the denominator introduced by RelatIF
pose a further computational challenge. We outline
our approach to computing relative influence in larger
models in Appendix C. It builds off the inverse Hessian
vector product approximations used by Koh & Liang
(2017), but makes some further approximations, prin-
cipally motivated by K-FAC (Martens & Grosse, 2015)
4 Experimental Results
We empirically assess the use of relative influence (Re-
latIF) as a technique for explaining model predictions.
We compare the examples identified by RelatIF to
the baseline examples identified using influence func-
tions (IF) or k-nearest neighbors (k-NN). We con-
sider three models and data sets: logistic regression
trained on MNIST handwritten digit data set (LeCun
et al., 1998),3 a convolutional neural network (Con-
vNet) trained on CIFAR10 object recognition data
set (Krizhevsky et al., 2009),4 and a long short-term
memory (LSTM) network trained for classifying names
based on their language of origin.56
4.1 Quantitative Analysis
It is known that the training examples selected via IF
are often high-loss, i.e., they are either mislabelled,
outliers, or a-typical (Hampel, 1974; Campbell, 1978;
Cook & Weisberg, 1982; Croux & Haesbroeck, 2000).
We further demonstrate that the sets of top-k exam-
ples maximizing Itest,i for different test inputs often
have a big overlap. We quantify these properties and
contrast them to the examples selected via RelatIF.
Overlap and probability We train a logistic re-
gression model on MNIST, as well as a ConvNet on
CIFAR10. In each setup we identify the top-k posi-
tively influential examples for 10,000 test inputs using
both IF and RelatIF. For each of the selected exam-
ples, we examine the class probabilities returned by
the model. Since these models are trained based on a
negative-log-likelihood loss function, output probabil-
ities are indicative of the loss. We also examine the
extent to which these examples overlap by considering
3The test accuracy of this model is 91.93 and the damp-
ing coefficient for hessian inversion is 0.001.
4The model architecture is 16C-32C-64C-F with max
pooling after conv layers. The model test accuracy is 73.22
and the damping coefficient for hessian inversion is 0.1.
5The data set is publicly available at
https://download.pytorch.org/tutorial/data.zip.
6We randomly selected 15% of the examples from each
class for the test set. The accuracy on this test set is 71.45
and the damping coefficient for hessian inversion is 0.001
the cardinality of the set of top-k examples across all
10,000 test inputs. The maximum feasible cardinal-
ity is k × 10, 000 (limited by the number of training
examples), which is achieved when unique training ex-
amples are identified as explanatory for each of the test
samples. A cardinality smaller than this maximum im-
plies that there is an overlap between the influential
examples. The results are tabulated in Table 1.
We find that in all of our experiments, the positively
influential points identified by RelatIF have little over-
lap. They also have much higher probability under the
model’s conditional distribution, and hence have lower
loss. For example, in our ConvNet/CIFAR10 setup,
the top-5 highest influential training examples identi-
fied by IF across all 10,000 test inputs is a set of only
4,869 examples with mean probability 0.511. In con-
trast, when identified with RelatIF, the set contains on
average 26,430 examples with mean probability 0.928.
Global effects We are also interested in quantify-
ing the global effect of the top influential examples se-
lected by each method. We train a logistic regression
model on MNIST to convergence, explicitly seeding all
sources of randomness. We then pick 100 test samples
uniformly at random. For each of these test samples,
we identify the most positively influential training ex-
ample using IF and RelatIF. We then retrain the model
without that training example, maintaining the same
random seed, and measure the effects. Specifically, we
consider how the removal of that training example af-
fects the root squared error across the training set, as
well as how it affects the learned model parameters.
The results are tabulated in Table 2.
We find that the examples identified by IF have a much
stronger global impact on the model than do those
identified by RelatIF. Using IF, the removal of the top
influential examples results in a mean change in pa-
rameters of 0.039 and a root mean squared change in
loss of 0.879. Using RelatIF, these changes are an or-
der of magnitude smaller.
4.2 Qualitative Analysis
The purpose of our qualitative experiments is to eval-
uate RelatIF in the context of example-based explana-
tions of model predictions. RelatIF is derived by ex-
plicitly minimizing the global effect on the model. As
a result, the examples selected by RelatIF are specific
to the given test sample, and the effect of examples
with large global influence is diminished.
We find that examples identified by IF have signif-
icantly more global influence. An illustration of this
effect for a logistic regression trained on MNIST is pre-
sented in Fig. 3. As this figure shows, based on IF, a
RelatIF
Logistic Regression on MNIST ConvNet on CIFAR10
Infl. Set
Cardinality
Infl. Set
Probability
Infl. Set
Cardinality
Infl. Set
Probability
Method top 1 top 5 top 1 top 5 top 1 top 5 top 1 top 5
IF 2704 4984 0.168± 0.16 0.268± 0.21 2279 4869 0.431± 0.21 0.511± 0.21
θ-RelatIF 8582 29317 0.929± 0.16 0.922± 0.17 8264 26381 0.918± 0.15 0.910± 0.16
`-RelatIF 8776 30431 0.938± 0.16 0.930± 0.17 8336 26550 0.931± 0.14 0.920± 0.15
Table 1: Comparing the set of top influential training examples recovered using IF and RelatIF for a logistic
regression trained on MNIST and a ConvNet trained on CIFAR10 data sets. The number of test samples for each
data set is 10000. For each test sample, the top (1 or 5) positively influential training example is recovered and
added to the influential set (duplicates are removed). The cardinality of this set as well of the mean probability
(±std-dev) of its elements are reported for IF and different variations of RelatIF. The larger cardinality of the
set is an indication of recovering more specific (as opposed to globally) influential examples. Higher likelihood
for the elements of the set shows more typical examples (and fewer outliers) are retrieved.
Method ∆`test ‖∆θ‖
√∑
(∆`i)2
IF 0.0106± 0.0023 0.039± 0.003 0.879± 0.092
θ-RelatIF 0.0084± 0.0027 0.004± 0.001 0.080± 0.033
`-RelatIF 0.0086± 0.0028 0.004± 0.002 0.068± 0.036
Nearest-N 0.0048± 0.0025 0.003± 0.001 0.044± 0.024
Table 2: The change in loss at a test sample (∆`test),
compared with the norm of the change in parame-
ters (‖∆θ‖) and root sum of square change in loss
over the training set (
√∑
(∆`i)2). The results come
from removing the mostly positively influential train-
ing sample as determined by different methods, then
retraining the model (i.e., leave-one-out retraining).
The model is a logistic regression trained on MNIST.
The experiment is repeated for 100 randomly selected
test samples. The mean ± standard error are reported.
While IF identifies the training samples having the
largest influence on the test sample’s loss, RelatIF
finds comparably influential samples with an order of
magnitude smaller global effects. A nearest neighbor
baseline is included for comparison.
single high-loss training example is the most positively
influential example for a number of different test im-
ages. We argue that explaining the model prediction
for all of these different test samples using a single
high-loss (e.g., outlier) training example is not intu-
itive and may undermine the user’s trust. RelatIF ad-
dresses this issue and enables us to identify examples
that are more relevant to each specific test input.7
We study the effectiveness of RelatIF for generating
example-based explanations under different types of
models and data sets. Fig. 4 shows the explanations
produced for a logistic regression trained on MNIST.
For each test image, the top five positively influential
7As shown in Appendix F, θ-RelatIF and RelatIF pro-
duce similar example-based explanations and for the ex-
periments in this section we used θ-RelatIF.
Figure 3: The most positively influential training ex-
amples suggest by IF and RelatIF. Test samples are
in the first row. IF selects the same (high-loss) train-
ing example as the top influential example for all the
test images. In contrast, RelatIF discovers training
examples that are specific to each of the test images.
training examples for the predicted label identified by
IF and RelatIF are presented. Most of the examples
selected by IF are misclassified training examples (due
to their large global influence on the model parame-
ters). In contrast, RelatIF identifies visually similar
examples. We understand this to be the result of con-
straining global influence, thereby putting more im-
portance on the similarity of the test/train gradients.
Now we make the model a bit more complex and try
to explain a ConvNet trained on CIFAR10 data set.8
Fig. 5 shows the generated explanation for a correctly
classified (dog) and a misclassified (truck) test sample.
Interestingly, we can see that a set of visually similar
dog training images are specifically helpful for predict-
ing the label dog for the given test image. In the case
of the red truck, the explanation by RelatIF suggests
8This model has 24234 parameters and all of them are
used for computing (relative) influence scores
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Figure 4: Comparison of the top positively influential training examples recovered by IF and RelatIF for logistic
regression on MNIST. Each row shows a test sample and the top five positively influential training examples
for the predicted label selected by each method. The true class and the predicted label for each example are
provided. Observe how most of the examples selected by IF are unusual and misclassified, despite the training
set containing examples with higher visual similarity (as suggested by RelatIF).
that the presence of a number of red cars (with sim-
ilar shade of color and shape) specifically influences
the model to classify it as a car. For more examples of
CIFAR10 explanations see Appendix H.
A similar experiment is conducted for a character-level
LSTM network trained for classifying names based
on their language of origin. The data set consists of
20, 000 surnames from 18 different languages. Due to
the large number of model parameters, similar to Koh
& Liang (2017), in this experiment we used only the
last layer parameters for computing influence scores.
Table 3 shows the generated explanation for classify-
ing surname “Vasyukov” as Russian. The examples
identified by IF are all Russian names that are mis-
classified as Japanese. In contrast, all of the examples
identified by RelatIF are Russian names that end with
“kov”, similar to the test input.
The explanations provided for these models enable the
end user to assess the reliability of the generated pre-
diction. The user can confirm, reject or modify the
model decision by inspecting the extracted evidence
from the training set. This is especially useful when
the model is not confident in its prediction. For an
example of this application see Appendix E.
4.3 Comparison to Nearest-Neighbors
Here we compare a test sample’s k-nearest neighbors
(k-NNs) to the samples returned using RelatIF. For
a quantitative comparison we use the same MNIST
and CIFAR10 experimental setups discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1. We consider the overlap between the top-k
samples identified by RelatIF, and the k-NNs (l2 dis-
tance) for k in {1, 5, 10, 20}. In the logistic regression
IF RelatIF
Test Input:
Vasyukov
(Russian)
Tokovoi (Japanese) Gasyukov (Russian)
Nasikan (Japanese) Tsayukov (Russian)
Bakai (Japanese) Tzarakov (Russian)
Mihailutsa (Japanese) Tzayukov (Russian)
Jugai (Japanese) Haryukov (Russian)
Mikhailutsa (Japanese) Tsarakov (Russian)
Table 3: Generating Explanation for text classifica-
tion. The model is a character-level RNN trained for
classifying names based on their language of origin.
The most positively influential training examples se-
lected based on IF and RelatIF are listed. The lan-
guage in parentheses shows the predicted label. The
true label for all examples shown is Russian. Observe
how the examples identified by IF are all misclassified
as Japanese, while the examples identified by RelatIF
end with “kov”, which is similar to the test input.
model on MNIST we find the overlap ranges from 26-
35%, increasing with k. A substantial overlap, but still
indicative of a fundamentally different set of points. In
the CNN on CIFAR10 we find much less overlap, only
2.6-5.6%, decreasing with k. By comparison, the over-
lap between the top-k samples identified by IF and the
k-NNs is 1.3-2.7% in the logistic regression model, and
0.67-1.24% in the CNN. This indicates that the points
returned by RelatIF are closer in l2 distance to the test
sample than those returned by IF.
A qualitative comparison finds a significant difference
between the k-NNs and the samples returned by Re-
latIF (see Appendix G). These examples are abundant
and easily found for our CNN on CIFAR10. We have
included some of these examples in the appendix.
RelatIF
Figure 5: Generating example-based explanations using IF and RelatIF for the predicted label by a ConvNet
trained on CIFAR10. Each row shows a test sample and the top five positively influential training examples for
the predicted label selected by each method. The true class and the predicted label for each example is marked.
Compared to IF, RelatIF is able to retrieve training examples with higher visual similarity to the test image.
5 Related work
Influence functions (IF) were originally proposed by
Hampel (1974). Methods based on IF are identical
to the infinitesimal jackknife, which was introduced
earlier in an independent work on robust statistics by
Jaeckel (1972). The connection between IF and in-
finitesimal jackknife was recognized by (Efron, 1982).
Koh & Liang (2017) use IF to identify influential train-
ing examples in a modern machine learning context.
They further demonstrate that influence functions can
be used to identify mislabelled data and generate ad-
versarial training examples(Koh et al., 2018). More
recently, Koh et al. (2019) use IF to approximate the
effects of re-weighting groups of training examples.
A range of approaches have been introduced to identify
training examples for interpreting predictions. One
such approach was recently proposed by Khanna et al.
(2019). The authors use Fisher kernels to identify
points that are “most responsible” for a given set of
predictions. They demonstrate that in the case of a
negative log-likelihood loss function and with a spe-
cific choice of hyper-parameters, their approach coin-
cides with IF. Another recent contribution is due to
Ghorbani & Zou (2019). The authors propose a new
form of data valuation which identifies important ex-
amples or subsets of the data using Shapley values.
Other approaches to example-based explanation in-
clude the extraction of prototypical data, as well as
generating counter-factual examples. Bien & Tibshi-
rani (2011) propose a method to select prototypes
for interpretable classification. Kim et al. (2016)
introduce a method for explaining the data set by
identifying its prototypes and ”criticisms” and argue
that a-typical data must also be extracted. Chang
et al. (2019) introduce a novel method for generating
counter-factual images to be used as an explanation.
Finally, the effect of example-based explanations on
user trust have been studied in the human-computer
interaction community. One of the most recent study
is presented in (Zhou et al., 2019). For each test sam-
ple, Zhou et al. select examples maximizing influ-
ence. They provide these selected training examples
along with model prediction and study the effect on
the users’ trust in the predictive model. A similar set
of experiments can be found in (Cai et al., 2019). In
this study, the effect on users’ trust is compared for
different types of “explanatory” examples.
6 Discussion
In this work we introduce relative influence (RelatIF)
and show that it identifies more intuitive examples
than those identified by influence functions (IF). In
particular, we demonstrate that, unlike examples iden-
tified by IF, which tend to be atypical or misclassified,
and otherwise unrelated to the test sample, examples
identified by RelatIF seem to be more specific to test
sample. As a result, we believe that RelatIF may be
superior at identifying explanatory examples that a
user may find intuitive and acceptable. The desider-
ata of example-based explanations are case specific,
and therefore one cannot make an absolute compar-
ison of IF versus RelatIF. A data scientist fitting a
model to a data set containing spurious samples may
very well wish to see the examples identified by both
IF and RelatIF. We believe a large user study, which
is beyond the scope of this paper, may shed light on
the relative strengths and weaknesses of RelatIF, and
lead to further insight.
Barshan*, Brunet*, Dziugaite
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A Connection between the Fisher and
Hessian
The Fisher information matrix of a conditional distri-
bution parameterized by θ, pθ(y|xi), where we do not
have an explicit representation for p(x), is
Fθ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Epθ∇θ log pθ(y|xi)∇θ log pθ(y|xi)T
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
[
Epθ
∇2θpθ(y|xi)
pθ(y|xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
−Epθ∇2θ log pθ(y|xi)
]
= − 1
n
n∑
i=1
Epθ∇2θ log pθ(y|xi).
The second equality can be obtained by carrying out
the differentiation ∇2θ log pθ(y|x). The third equality
critically relies on the expectation being taken with re-
spect to the model’s distribution, as well as being able
to switch the order of the expectation and differentia-
tion.
When our model has learned a distribution pθ(y|x)
close to the ”true” distribution p(y|x), we may ap-
proximate Fθ by replacing Epθ with a Monte Carlo
estimate based on the target values, yi, in the training
set. This gives us
Fθ ≈ − 1
n
n∑
i=1
∇2θ log pθ(yi|xi) = Hθ.
The final equality with Hθ (as defined in Eq. (2)) holds
when `(z, θ) = − log pθ(yi|xi). Therefore, our two ex-
pressions for influence, Eq. (3) and Eq. (6), approxi-
mately agree when the loss is the negative log likeli-
hood, and y given x is actually distributed as pθ∗(y|x).
In practice, we have found that the Fisher and Hessian
return similar examples when used to compute Itest,i.
B Proofs of RelatIF
Recall Proposition 3.1: Assume that Eq. (4) and
Eq. (5) hold with equality. Then Eq. (10) is equivalent
to
arg max
i∈{1,...,n}
|Itest,i|
‖H−1θ∗ gi‖
. (14)
Proof. The arg max in Eq. (10) is just a search over
the n examples in our training set. Therefore the solu-
tion to Eq. (10) amounts to solving max|`(ztest, θ∗i,i)−
`(ztest, θ
∗)| subject to the constraints for each i, then
choosing the zi for which this quantity is largest. We
assume Eq. (5) holds with equality, and so it follows
|`(ztest, θ∗i,i)− `(ztest, θ∗)| = |Itest,ii|.
Note, that Itest,ii is a linear function in i. The max-
imum of its absolute value will therefore be on one of
the endpoints imposed by the constraint on i.
We assume that approximation in Eq. (4) is exact,
yielding θ∗i,i − θ∗ = −H−1θ∗ gii. Using this equality to
describe the change in parameters, the constraint in
Eq. (10) can be written as
‖H−1θ∗ gii‖2 ≤ δ2 =⇒ |i| ≤
|δ|
‖H−1θ∗ gi‖
.
We now have an explicit constraint on i. Plugging
either endpoint of this interval into |Itest,ii| yields the
same value. Substituting that value into the outer
arg max we get,
arg max
i∈{1,...,n}
|Itest,i||δ|
‖H−1θ∗ gi‖
.
Since δ does not depend on i, it can be dropped from
the arg max, and the result follows.
Recall Proposition 3.3: Assume Eq. (8) and Eq. (9)
hold with equality. Then Eq. (12) is equivalent to
arg max
i∈{1,...,n}
|Itest,i|√Ii,i . (15)
Proof. The proof follows the proof of Proposition 3.1.
We need only consider the new constraint. Assuming
Eq. (9) holds with equality, we have
`(zj , θ
∗
i,i)− `(zj , θ∗) = Ij,ii = −gTj F−1θ∗ gii.
We introduce the notation g(z) = ∇θ`(z, θ∗) to signify
the gradient of the loss of a point z = (x, y) sampled
from the model’s distribution, p∗θ. We substitute into
the constraint, which yields
Epθ∗ (−g(z)TF−1θ∗ gii)2 ≤ δ2.
Expanding and rearranging the left hand side, yields
Epθ∗ (g(z)
TF−1θ∗ gii)
T (g(z)TF−1θ∗ gii)
= gTi F
−1
θ∗ Epθ∗
[
g(z)g(z)T
]
F−1θ∗ gi
2
i ,
where we have moved the constant terms outside of the
expectation. Because our loss functions here is nega-
tive log-likelihood, Epθ∗ [g(z)g(z)T ] is the is the defini-
tion of the Fisher information matrix, F ∗θ . It agrees
with the presentation in Section 2.2 when we replace
the expectation over z = (x, y) with
∑
j Epθ∗ (y|xj).
Thus the constraint can be reduced to
gTi F
−1
θ∗ gi
2
i = Ii,i2i ≤ δ2.
The Fisher, Fθ∗ , is positive definite, therefore Ii,i is
positive, and the constraint is equivalent to |i| ≤
|δ|√
Ii,i
. The rest of the proof follows Proposi-
tion 3.1.
RelatIF
C Computational Considerations
Inverting the Hessian The Hessian of the total
loss, Hθ∗ , is positive definite if θ
∗ is the local mini-
mum of the objective function. If the requirements for
positive definiteness of Hθ are not met, for example
because the optimization procedure has not fully con-
verged, we can add a damping term to the Hessian to
make it invertible (i.e., H˜θ = Hθ + λI where I is the
identity matrix). Adding the damping term is equiva-
lent to L2 regularization, and allows us to form a con-
vex quadratic approximation to the loss function. Koh
& Liang (2017) demonstrate that influence functions
computed with a damping term still give meaningful
results in practice. Empirically we have also found this
to be the case (see Fig. 6).
IF and RelatIF in large models The Hessian of
the total loss, Hθ∗ , is a P by P matrix, where P is the
number of model parameters. In even just mid-sized
models, it becomes near impossible to explicitly form
Hθ∗ in memory. Koh & Liang (2017) propose using
LiSSA (Agarwal et al., 2017) to estimate the inverse
Hessian vector products needed to compute influence.
We have found that this works well in practice after
some tuning. However, because the denominator in
RelatIF is a function of the training example zi we
cannot use the same stest trick suggested by Koh &
Liang (2017). This has led us to explore using a num-
ber of block diagonal approximations to the Hessian,
principally motivated by K-FAC (Martens & Grosse,
2015). Specifically, we use these approximations to
pre-compute the denominator in RelatIF (
√Ii,i or
‖H−1θ∗ gi‖) for every training example zi. We are then
able to use stest.
D Comparison to support vectors
Consider a soft-SVM optimization problem, with a di-
mensionality of the feature space lower than the num-
ber of training points. Via working with a dual for-
mulation of the objective, one can uncover that the
optimal weights w? lie in the linear span of some train-
ing samples, called support vectors (see, e.g., (Shalev-
Shwartz & Ben-David, 2014), Ch.15).
Let ψ(·) map inputs x to a feature space. Define a
kernel function K(xi, xj) = 〈ψ(xi), ψ(xj)〉 for all in-
puts xi, xj . Let w
∗ be an output of a solution to a
soft-margin SVM.
The support vectors are the training samples in-
dexed by i, such that yi〈w∗, ψ(xi)〉 ≤ 1, i.e., sup-
port vectors are the training samples that are inside
the margin or misclassified. By computing the gra-
dients of a soft-SVM objective, one can see that IF
induces a ranking of training samples according to
yiytestK(xi, xtest), where {xi}i are support vectors
(IF equals to zero for training samples that are not
support vectors). In other words, the highest influ-
ence samples are support vectors that are most sim-
ilar to the test point in the feature space. Similarly,
repeating the same calculation for the loss-relative in-
fluence, one would rank the support vectors based on
yiytestK(xi, xtest)/
√
K(xi, xi).
In summary, IF gives a way to distinguish which of
the training samples among all support vectors are the
ones that are most similar to the test sample in the
feature space. RelatIF normalizes this similarity in the
feature space by the norm of the training sample in the
feature space, which is equivalent to IF evaluated on
training samples that are unit vectors in the feature
space.
E Application of example-based
explanations
Consider the example shown in Fig. 7. The input im-
age in the top left corner is classified as a bird, how-
ever, the predicted probability for class plane is also
very high. Using RelatIF we can identify the top rel-
evant training examples to each label (i.e., bird and
plane) and assess the model’s decision based on them.
Comparing the similarity between the test image and
relevant training examples to each class, suggests that
this image should be classified as a plane. Also, these
explanations could be used as a guide to collect more
training examples for improving the model perfor-
mance (e.g., what kind of training examples are useful
for correcting a specific misclassification).
F Qualitative comparison of θ-RelatIF
and `-RelatIF
Fig. 8 offers a comparison between the top positively
influential training examples recovered by `-RelatIF
and θ-RelatIF. As this figure shows, the examples re-
turned by both method are visually similar.
G Qualitative comparison with
k-nearest neighbors
Fig. 9 offers a qualitative comparison between using
RelatIF and k-nearest neighbors for explaining the pre-
diction of a ConvNet trained on CIFAR10 data set.
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H More explanation examples
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 offer more examples of using Re-
latIF and IF for explaining the prediction of a ConvNet
trained on CIFAR10 data set.
I The connection between RelatIF
and leave-one-out retraining
RelatIF is an approximation for the ratio of change
in the test sample loss to global changes of the model
(i.e., norm of change in the model parameters or root
sum of square change in loss over the training set)
resulted from leave-one-out retraining. Table 4 reports
this ratio for different methods.
Method ∆`test/‖∆θ‖ ∆`test/
√∑
(∆`i)2
IF 0.311± 0.167 0.016± 0.008
θ-RelatIF 0.459± 0.226 0.026± 0.010
`-RelatIF 0.475± 0.229 0.027± 0.010
Nearest-N 0.304± 0.182 0.018± 0.009
Table 4: The ratio of change in the test loss (∆`test)
to the global changes, i.e., the norm of the change in
the model parameters (‖∆θ‖), or root sum of square
change in loss over the training set (
√∑
(∆`i)2). The
results come from removing the mostly positively in-
fluential training sample as determined by different
methods, then retraining the model (i.e., leave-one-out
retraining). The model is a logistic regression trained
on MNIST. The experiment is repeated for 100 ran-
domly selected test samples. The mean ± standard
error are reported. One can approximate the leave-
one-out change of these ratios using θ-RelatIF and `-
RelatIF, respectively. Note that these ratios are higher
for the samples identified by RelatIF than for those
identified by IF or NN. This is due to the fact that
RelatIF identifies the points that maximize these ra-
tios.
RelatIF
(a) Logistic Regression on MNIST (b) ConvNet on MNIST (c) AlexeNet on small ImageNet
Figure 6: Evaluating the accuracy of the estimated error for leave-one-out retraining by influence functions
with different hessian approximations. in the figure, “exact” refers to exact Hessian, “gradient” referes to using
identity matrix for Hessian and “lissa” refers to using the LiSSA method for approximating inverse Hessian
vector products. In the case of AlexNet, the results are only reported for LiSSA due computational/memory
complexity. For all of these models a small damping coefficient has been added to the diagonal of the Hessian
to make it invertible. As this figure shows, in the case of LiSSA and exact Hessian, the correlation between
influence function estimation for change of loss and the actual leave-one-out retraining loss is high.
Figure 7: Using RelatIF to identify training examples with the top positive relevant influence on the the predicted
(bird) and true label (plane).
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Figure 8: Comparison of the top positively influential training examples recovered by `-RelatIF and θ-RelatIF.
The classifier is a logistic regression trained on MNIST. Each row shows a test sample and the top five positively
influential training examples for the predicted label selected by each method. The true class and the predicted
label for each example is marked. The example returned by both method are visually similar.
RelatIF
Figure 9: Comparing the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) to the most (positive) relatively influential samples (Re-
latIF) for a convolutional neural network trained on CIFAR10. The two test samples were correctly classified by
the model. The k-nearest neighbors are similar in pixel composition, but are semantically different from the test
sample. They provide no evidence to explain why the model has correctly classified the test sample. Conversely,
the samples returned by RelatIF are of the matching class. They suggest the model has been exposed to relevant
training data, and has learned something useful.
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Figure 10: Generating example-based explanation using IF and RelatIF for the model prediction. The model is a
ConvNet trained on CIFAR10 data set. For each test sample in the left column, the recovered training examples
for explaining the model prediction using IF and RelatIF are depicted in the first and second row, respectively.
RelatIF
Figure 11: Generating example-based explanation using IF and RelatIF for the model prediction. The model is a
ConvNet trained on CIFAR10 data set. For each test sample in the left column, the recovered training examples
for explaining the model prediction using IF and RelatIF are depicted in the first and second row, respectively.
